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Choose your skydive experience

Our packages offer you more than the skydiving experience of a lifetime.
The Geronimo team invite you to join us for a skydiving experience you’ll never forget!


our skydive packages
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"Marry Me" proposal package
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Skydive Geronimo Rottnest
4.7
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                        Went for my jump last week and it was efficient all the way. The booking confirmation, weather confirmation was seamless. The team from Geronimo was friendly and answered all my questions prior to the jump. Thanks to Jimmy my instructor who made the whole experience fun and one to remember.To those who are thinking of doing a tandem jump, I’d highly recommend Skydive Geronimo. Views on the way down was amazing!                    
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                        🦘✈️🪂😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘You guys are The best 💪🏽🤩                    
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                        The team at Geronimo were fantastic! It was my first time skydiving and I was naturally shaky, but the team helped settle my nerves and explained everything clearly. This made for a much nicer experience.I will be doing it again 100% and would recommend Geronimo to anybody interested in taking the leap. It is well worth it.                    
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                        What an epic experience I had skydiving over Rottnest with the team at Geronimo. The team had great communication from the moment I booked, emailing me all the info I needed and messaging me the day of my Skydive to confirm we were a goer!I was paired up with Caue as my instructor who was an awesome guy, he had a super relaxed and positive mannerism which immediately put me at ease and washed away any pre jump nerves.He caught some great snaps of me on the dive and I am now looking forward to seeing the video. Overall, could not recommend these guys higher. Looking forward to the next one…                    
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                        Investing and getting positive returns is all I ever wanted and am glad I found it. Thanks Mrs. Melissa Crypto FX for her great skills of mining and trading in my account, very diligent in her work. All I did was invest $1,600 and within 7days she made $17,500 profit for me. Contact Melissa Crypto FX via:                                                   WhatsApp:: +1(765)351-3234                                                             Email:: Melissalepore418@gmail.com                    
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                        Absolutely wonderful crew to organise and jump out a plane with.Awesome experience and falling over Rottnest today was magical...Thank you guys 😊                    
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                        What a great experience. If 1 minutes of free falling doesn’t get your adrenaline pumping then nothing will.The team at Geronimo are exceptional. Keeping you informed on weather condition’s and your jump times by text throughout the day.Ours was put on hold due to clouds but as soon as it cleared up they managed to fit us in as our ferry was at 5pm.As the for the guys you jump with, what a chilled bunch of blokes. The joking around on the plane helps keep the nerves at bay.Then it’s time for you to jump.I’ll leave that part for you to experience, but all I can say is do it!!!!!I felt safe from the minute I walked into the hanger to the minute I landed.Rotto is possibly one of the best places in the world to jump, 1…the view of the island 2….straight to the pub afterwards to have a celebratory beer or 2                    
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                        I decided to Skydive with Geronimo Rottnest for my 30th birthday and I'm so glad I did. From the moment I picked up the phone and got a hold of Ella I had a feeling I was in for a great experience. Ella was down to earth, playful and helped guide me through every step of the decision making process. I had Tom as my Skydiving partner who was a great guy and he took some awesome footage. The jump was sick! (15000ft is the way to go) The landing was very controlled and the rest of my evening spent in Rottnest was nice. I 10/10 recommend going through Skydive Geronimo Rottnest if you're planning on a skydive, it's a worthwhile experience. Thank you for making it one for the memory books  🙏                    
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                        As a regular boatie to the island we have watched the skydivers landing over the island more times than we can recount. We finally decided to 'make the jump' ourselves.From the moment we booked it all went like clockwork. The booking confirmation, the weather confirmation, the warm greeting, the friendly instructors.I was full of excitement with no real nerves, but my wife had a few. The team helped ease her nerves which was very reassuring.If it is on your bucket list, then Geronimo is the way to go. The view on the way up and the way down is amazing.                    
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                        Excellent team. Instructor was very clear. Experience was excellent. The scenery of the jump is just amazing!It was my 23rd jump. Loved it all over again!                    
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                        Well i never thought I would have gone skydiving but I'm glad I did because it was such a amazing experience and was a absolute thrill 🤟, I would highly recommend it if u looking to do something crazy 😝 The team @skydive.geronimo we're amazing I will definitely be doing it again                    
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                        The best experience doing my 14000ft sky dive on Rottnest Island! Such friendly people making the whole experience even better. I was teamed up with Glenn who made me feel very calm and chatted to me the whole time he took some amazing photos and video footage the views were incredible I would do it all again in a heart beat it was an epic experience! Couldn't recommend skydive Geronimo more they were amazing!                    
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                        Lost for words & totally blown away for never felt so safe & secure which let you just sit back & take in the amazing views & scenery over rotto.Jimmy your a legend so thank you for making my experience so mesmerising & special & for capturing amazing photos .Will definitely be back for my 60th.                    
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                        Did the 15000ft dive, 60 second freefall. Recorded on video plus photos by the tandem.  Well worth the experience.                    
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                        Professional and fun. I flew with Jimmy. He’s great! Would do again                    
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                        Big thanks to my coach SamI have a fabulous first time skydiving!!                    
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                        Absolutely amazing experience very professional and looked after us would highly recommend! Best instructors, would do it again in a heartbeat                    
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                        Experiencia increíble! Awesome!!Thanks Thiago!! The best!!                    
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                        It was an incredible experience from beginning to end.  The instructors made you feel comfortable at all times and were very thorough. I have to thank my instructor Caue - he was personable and knowledgeable too :) I’d recommend this company to anyone wanting to skydive in WA and I’ll definitely be back to do another jump very soon.  Great Job Geronimo Skydive 🪂                    
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                        Amazing first skydive experience over beautiful Rottnest Island . Skydive Geronimo are dedicated , safe and experienced team . Everthing well organised from start to finish .  Lucky to jump with Sam who was simply amazing,  gave me the confidence to really enjoy the experience and landed safely to the ground.  Thank you Sam and the photos were just beautiful.  I can't wait for the video. Do yourself a favour and book your jump with Skydive Geronimo! They will surely make your first jump one to remember.                    
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                        Had An amazing experience at skydive Geronimo Rottnest. My instructor jimmy was fabulous from start to finish and made the whole experience one I will never forget . Highly recommend Geronimo for anyone wanting to take the plunge.                    
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                        Insane experience and an even better crew! The team made the experience more memorable with their banter and fun atmosphere. 11/10 recommend 🤙🏽                    
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                        What an experience! The people were awesome and the views were unbelievable. I was lucky enough to be teamed up for my tandem jump with a guy who had the best moustache I’ve ever seen and he made the whole thing so much fun!                    
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                        grate place to go .. definitely worth doing .. rent bike to get there👌                    
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                        I jumped with 'Caue' (the Brazilian legend). I couldn't have asked for a better instructor. The whole set up is fantastic and you're up in the air shortly after checking in. Needless to say the view is genuinely breathtaking, but Caue made it even better, letting me do spirals and 'moves' under his guidance after the epic freefall. The whole Geronimo set up is amazing, but if you get a chance to pick your instructor, choose Caue!                    
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                        Such an amazing experience. Amazing crew, especially my instructor Caue. Super recommend it                    
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                        Purchased this as a gift for my partner for Christmas and from start to finish I could not recommend Skydive Geronimo enough. The staff, the service, even the response time of emails. Everything was exceptional! They made us feel more than comfortable, once in a life time kind of jump.                    
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                        The BEST experience! We had a few cancellations due to weather conditions but when our skydive eventually rolled around, it was well worth the wait! Myself, my dad and brother were paired with Tom, Ben and Jimmy who were all the perfect match for our personalities. Glenn was wonderful to work with as well. The whole experience was faultless and the views were second to none. I highly recommend Geronimo and a skydive over Rottnest Island!                    
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                        I had an amazing experience skydiving at Rottnest with the Geronimo team! My professional skydiver was very professional, made me feel super calm and went out of his way to provide beautiful photos and video footage. I love it and cannot recommend them more, will definitely be doing it again!                    
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                        Highly recommend! Instructors were very thorough, comforting and professional. Media package was elite. Could have not asked for a better day! Do yourself a favour                    
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                        All staff very welcoming and friendly making the whole experience enjoyable. Our skydive over Rottenest island was an unbelievable experience.                    
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                        It was my 2nd jump and the entire experience has been great. From the people there, to the jump itself everything was amazing! The jump itself is btw an absolute beauty and 100% an unbelievable moment.                    
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                        10/10! Amazing staff, amazing experience… I will definitely be back!! Couldn’t recommend more!                    
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                        Excellent from start to finish. Geronimo are a well run and organized company, with great staff. I felt prepared and safe, right from the initial video briefing until being dropped back off at the airport after the jump. The experience of falling towards Rottnest Island are second to none, unbeatable in my opinion. Quite literally breathtaking. I got paired up with a guy from Rolystone, sorry can't remember your name. He was friendly, with none of the over the top rubbish. Just calm and informative, so I really appreciated that. I'll be back.                    
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                        Absolutely loved my jump! As I wait for the video of me not screaming at all 🤭. Definitely doing it again!  What an experience 😊.Jimmy don't forget how we tell this story. I took you for the jump. You are an absolute legend. Thank you so much for the guidance and experience! You never forget your first jump they say 🪂.                    
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                        Insane experience. Totally recommend to anyone. Great experience from start to finish. Super smooth communication and jumping procedure.                    
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                        My first time doing skydiving. And I'm totally happy and enjoyed at all !!!! Highly recommend 😆😆                    
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                        We had our first dive on the 26th November and what an experience!! everything was managed well and we were looked after perfectly. thank you to our instructors (both Brazilian - I am sorry, I don't remember the name) you were just the best. We will be back for 14,000ft next time :D                    
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                        Such an amazing experience! From arrival the staff were all really friendly, it was a quick process getting geared up, so there wasn’t too long to wait around before we were up in the air. My dive instructor Sam was fab, he made the experience so fun and smooth. The views of the island from above were incredible. Would love to do it all again!                    
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                        Such an amazing experience! The staff were all so kind, patient, upbeat and professional. The scenery is out of this world, flying over the ocean and landing on the beach is so cool! Within an hour of finishing the skydive, they had emailed us the photos - that was so quick, we were very impressed! Jimmy the instructor took lots of great photos. Thanks for such a great time, will remember this forever!                    
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                        It was one of the most amazing views I have ever seen! Best skydiving destination in WA. My tandem instructor, Jimmy, made it into an amazing experience! Did a little somersault before starting the free-fall and I loved it!                    
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                        Thanks for this beautiful experience, the best experience of my life.Thanks to the beautiful team !!See you ✨                    
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                        Excellente expérience ! Le lieu est magnifique pour un saut, l’équipe très professionnelle, à l’écoute, fun et énergique !                    
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                        Absolutely loved it.....Jumped out with Stefan, the view is amazing. Highly recommend this to anyone who wants to skydive, the only island skydive in Australia!!!                    
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                        Unbelievable experience, would do it again in a heartbeat. The team at Geronimo were great                    
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                        I forgot to review when I went in august but these guys are AMAZING. This experience was worth every single penny and the staff made everything so easy and were super accommodating thank you to the front desk staff and the jumpers you all came together to create such a memorable experience for my partner and I.If you’re questioning if you should spend the money. DO IT you won’t regret it (also definitely spend the extra for the photos it’s so worth it)                    
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                        The staff were super relaxing to be around and very confident in their abilities to deliver an awesome experience!                    
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                        Best skydiving I’ve done 🤩                    
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                        Very organised and friendly🪂🪂🪂                    
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                        I'm from Canada and while visiting my friend from Western Australia she recommended Geronimo Skydive on Rottnest Island. I was not disappointed. For a Canadian the weather was perfect for the 1st week of May and this was going to be my 3rd jump (other 2 were in Canada). The view was spectacular, the people were very friendly and helpful. I jumped from 15,000 and had the perfect freefall time of just over a minute. I was amazed at the precision landing on the beach. Definitely recommended.👍👍⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️                    
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                        It was my first time skydiving and Team Geronimo did a fantastic job. Everything went so smoothly..take off, pre-briefing, wearing the gear, photo video session, landing. Wow! Wanted to get out of the comfort zone. But I was more comfortable and enjoyed the magnificent scenery of Rotto. Keep up the good work!!                    
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                        When admiring other people’s gardens, don’t forget to tend to your own flowers, Start your financial freedom journey by contacting
Mrs Daniela. ✅✅
danielagarald64@gmail.com
+16078732750
Can't recommend her enough.                    
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                        These guys are ledgends... Went with the misso and we absolutely loved it. Highly recommend👌🤙🍻🍻🍻                    
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                        What an amazing experience! If you get the opportunity check out Geronimo at Rottnest Island...... just do it!!                    
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                        The best experience, the staff made my grandson feel safe and relaxed. Thank you.                    
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                        Fantastic experience. Staff super friendly and helpful.                    
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                        Thank you for an amazing and unforgettable second skydive for me, Skydive Geronimo! Your whole team were fantastic from booking it, to the pre skydive run down, pilot and the actual jump with Chris- He was awesome! It was a very fun day and everyone was very friendly and helpful. Photos and video were back very fast, within just a few hours. Highly recommend your business 😀                    
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                        once in a lifetime experience in rottnest!

Team was spot on and ready to dive with you. genuine and fun they provide the jump with ease in private plane. seeing rottnest from the clear top view was fantastic and the videography of the entire action was not to be missed too! highly recommended to try out asap !                    
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                        I sincerely thank God for directing me to such a legitimate expert trader for me, called Miss Loretta CRYPTO
For her perfect trading techniques, i invested with the little I was having, which was $500 and $6500 profit in 7 working day's
I highly recommend her for any person who truly want to trade for a better life, she guided me through my registration and trade for me too' I never paid any withdrawal. And my profits was paid-out successfully. You can contact her
via Email: lorettamorgan061@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +1 6505191515                    
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                        I had to leave this post here as a sign of gratitude since that, is one of the least she asked of me. From my calculations, I made $5,200 in just a week of trading.. Since Mrs Taisha Carson started managing my account, I haven't experienced any regrets in continuing binary options trading, though i lost a lot when I started as a newbie. but since i met her i have always been smiling, i feel so much joy each time i log in daily to see my trade records and balance.. She is indeed a good and expert in trading, .experience this for your self , action speaks louder feel free to ask me more or contact...Taisha Carson
Email:taishacarson021@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +1 (910) 502-3651                    
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                        Highly recommend! 
Bucket list ✅ 
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️                    
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                        An all round super experience with great and easy going staff, both in the air and on the ground. Absolutely recommend these legends to exceed your expectations and erase any fears of enjoying this incredible experience. 1 million thumbs up for sure.                    
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                        Jumped from 14,000 ft on my birthday today with Miles looking after me. What an experience!  OMG the rush when you leave the plane and freefall for a minute is almost indescribable!  And then the view over Rottnest!  Couldn’t have been a more perfect day & location for my first ever skydive. Everyone at Skydive Geronimo were so friendly and professional and I felt completely at ease and safe. Thanks for an awesome experience!  I’m going to tell everyone!                    
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                        Skydive instructors are very energetic and calming at the same time. Went with my two amazing daughters. It was my younger one 21st birthday. We had fantastic time! Special thanks to Tom for making sure all those precious moments are recorded with his camera. Beautiful memories of a lifetime.
I would warmly recommend these guys to take you out on this amazing adventure 👍🏼👍🏼👍🏼💖                    
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                        Awesome crew and they look after you from the moment you step in. Jimmy was my jump instructor and he made it so enjoyable and awesome fella. Great experience and would recommended for anyone that wanted to experience and awesome crew and view from the jump. Rottnest look breathtaking from above. Well done guys, look forward coming back for more jumps!! 🙌🤟🤙                    
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                        Most incredible experience with Geronimo sky dive !!! The view and the speed taken were AMAZINGGG, thanks to all the team for the pictures, moments, video, and the jump of course !!!                    
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                        THE best experience ever!!! from start to finish I thoroughly loved it, looking at a new hobby for sure                    
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                        What a great experience! The location is stunning, the crew are professional and you’ll get some amazing photos/video to remember it. I’m so glad that I did it - my kids think I’m nuts but it was totally worth it.                    
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                        Fantastic fly/skydive over Rottnest. Amazing professional team. Would recommend this company to everyone! Not to mention the views...awesome!                    
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                        I've jumped tandem twice, with the same person. Paul jumped with me in Busselton in 2019 and then again today at Rotto. He was honestly so lovely, I would recommend him to everyone. He wasn't even intimidated by the fact I am deafblind - I really admire his professionalism and acceptance of my disability, just going with the flow and making it a wonderful experience. The business itself is also very disability friendly, I never once got told I shouldn't or couldn't sky dive because of my disability. Thank you Paul, and thank you Geronimo, I'll be back in no time! 7/5 stars 😍😍😍                    
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                        My favourite part of the day was how at ease and grateful the whole team made me feel especially my instructor with the funky dreadlocks! Such a cool guy and got amazing footage of my skydive! 
Highly recommend! 
Thanks for the life long memory                    
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                        The whole experience with these guys were amazing, I didn’t jump but my daughter did also my daughters partner the instructors were amazing the guy with the dreadlocks ( sorry I didn’t get your name) was Awesome will definitely be back. Anyone worried about doing it, Relax they are Professional give the 10 out of 10                    
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                        Incredible team, beautiful location, amazing experience!                    
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                        Nice❤❤                    
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For Reservations call: 1300 449 669
If you need to contact us on your jump day, you can also contact us at the direct drop zone number: 1300 449 669 and select Option 2
Email: skydive@skydivegeronimo.com.au
Send us some snail mail:
Rottnest Island Airport,

Brand Way,

Rottnest Island,

WA 6161
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Skydive Geronimo acknowledges the traditional custodians of Wadjemup, the Whadjuk Noongar people. We pay tribute and our respects to Elders past and present.
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Went for my jump last week and it was efficient all the way. The booking confirmation, weather confirmation was seamless. The team from Geronimo was friendly and answered all my questions prior to the jump. Thanks to Jimmy my instructor who made the whole experience fun and one to remember.To those who are thinking of doing a tandem jump, I’d highly recommend Skydive Geronimo. Views on the way down was amazing!
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🦘✈️🪂😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘You guys are The best 💪🏽🤩
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The team at Geronimo were fantastic! It was my first time skydiving and I was naturally shaky, but the team helped settle my nerves and explained everything clearly. This made for a much nicer experience.I will be doing it again 100% and would recommend Geronimo to anybody interested in taking the leap. It is well worth it.
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What an epic experience I had skydiving over Rottnest with the team at Geronimo. The team had great communication from the moment I booked, emailing me all the info I needed and messaging me the day of my Skydive to confirm we were a goer!I was paired up with Caue as my instructor who was an awesome guy, he had a super relaxed and positive mannerism which immediately put me at ease and washed away any pre jump nerves.He caught some great snaps of me on the dive and I am now looking forward to seeing the video. Overall, could not recommend these guys higher. Looking forward to the next one…
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Absolutely wonderful crew to organise and jump out a plane with.Awesome experience and falling over Rottnest today was magical...Thank you guys 😊
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What a great experience. If 1 minutes of free falling doesn’t get your adrenaline pumping then nothing will.The team at Geronimo are exceptional. Keeping you informed on weather condition’s and your jump times by text throughout the day.Ours was put on hold due to clouds but as soon as it cleared up they managed to fit us in as our ferry was at 5pm.As the for the guys you jump with, what a chilled bunch of blokes. The joking around on the plane helps keep the nerves at bay.Then it’s time for you to jump.I’ll leave that part for you to experience, but all I can say is do it!!!!!I felt safe from the minute I walked into the hanger to the minute I landed.Rotto is possibly one of the best places in the world to jump, 1…the view of the island 2….straight to the pub afterwards to have a celebratory beer or 2
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I decided to Skydive with Geronimo Rottnest for my 30th birthday and I'm so glad I did. From the moment I picked up the phone and got a hold of Ella I had a feeling I was in for a great experience. Ella was down to earth, playful and helped guide me through every step of the decision making process. I had Tom as my Skydiving partner who was a great guy and he took some awesome footage. The jump was sick! (15000ft is the way to go) The landing was very controlled and the rest of my evening spent in Rottnest was nice. I 10/10 recommend going through Skydive Geronimo Rottnest if you're planning on a skydive, it's a worthwhile experience. Thank you for making it one for the memory books  🙏
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Paul Hewitt1708950859

As a regular boatie to the island we have watched the skydivers landing over the island more times than we can recount. We finally decided to 'make the jump' ourselves.From the moment we booked it all went like clockwork. The booking confirmation, the weather confirmation, the warm greeting, the friendly instructors.I was full of excitement with no real nerves, but my wife had a few. The team helped ease her nerves which was very reassuring.If it is on your bucket list, then Geronimo is the way to go. The view on the way up and the way down is amazing.



[image: jason fraser]
jason fraser1708746218

Excellent team. Instructor was very clear. Experience was excellent. The scenery of the jump is just amazing!It was my 23rd jump. Loved it all over again!
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Murray McNair1708396646

Well i never thought I would have gone skydiving but I'm glad I did because it was such a amazing experience and was a absolute thrill 🤟, I would highly recommend it if u looking to do something crazy 😝 The team @skydive.geronimo we're amazing I will definitely be doing it again



[image: Lizzie Warren]
Lizzie Warren1707910638

The best experience doing my 14000ft sky dive on Rottnest Island! Such friendly people making the whole experience even better. I was teamed up with Glenn who made me feel very calm and chatted to me the whole time he took some amazing photos and video footage the views were incredible I would do it all again in a heart beat it was an epic experience! Couldn't recommend skydive Geronimo more they were amazing!
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Cauê Marconato Vaz1707803644
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Tony Holmes1707730457

Lost for words & totally blown away for never felt so safe & secure which let you just sit back & take in the amazing views & scenery over rotto.Jimmy your a legend so thank you for making my experience so mesmerising & special & for capturing amazing photos .Will definitely be back for my 60th.
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Darryl Mears1707722959

Did the 15000ft dive, 60 second freefall. Recorded on video plus photos by the tandem.  Well worth the experience.
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Isaah L1707647870

Professional and fun. I flew with Jimmy. He’s great! Would do again
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Jeremy1707608550

Big thanks to my coach SamI have a fabulous first time skydiving!!
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Ben Gustus1707568706





[image: Lotus Leroy]
Lotus Leroy1707381190

Absolutely amazing experience very professional and looked after us would highly recommend! Best instructors, would do it again in a heartbeat
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Carloss Inpound1707363370





[image: Federico Gambetta]
Federico Gambetta1707288423

Experiencia increíble! Awesome!!Thanks Thiago!! The best!!



[image: Tamara Gonzalez]
Tamara Gonzalez1707042336

It was an incredible experience from beginning to end.  The instructors made you feel comfortable at all times and were very thorough. I have to thank my instructor Caue - he was personable and knowledgeable too :) I’d recommend this company to anyone wanting to skydive in WA and I’ll definitely be back to do another jump very soon.  Great Job Geronimo Skydive 🪂



[image: Blanche Mohammed]
Blanche Mohammed1705738916

Amazing first skydive experience over beautiful Rottnest Island . Skydive Geronimo are dedicated , safe and experienced team . Everthing well organised from start to finish .  Lucky to jump with Sam who was simply amazing,  gave me the confidence to really enjoy the experience and landed safely to the ground.  Thank you Sam and the photos were just beautiful.  I can't wait for the video. Do yourself a favour and book your jump with Skydive Geronimo! They will surely make your first jump one to remember.
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[image: paula lambert]
paula lambert1705210021

Had An amazing experience at skydive Geronimo Rottnest. My instructor jimmy was fabulous from start to finish and made the whole experience one I will never forget . Highly recommend Geronimo for anyone wanting to take the plunge.
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Hannah Hansen1704719402

Insane experience and an even better crew! The team made the experience more memorable with their banter and fun atmosphere. 11/10 recommend 🤙🏽



[image: Erin Donnelly]
Erin Donnelly1704713021

What an experience! The people were awesome and the views were unbelievable. I was lucky enough to be teamed up for my tandem jump with a guy who had the best moustache I’ve ever seen and he made the whole thing so much fun!



[image: ryan harrold]
ryan harrold1704708900

grate place to go .. definitely worth doing .. rent bike to get there👌
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Corin Mitchell1704621972

I jumped with 'Caue' (the Brazilian legend). I couldn't have asked for a better instructor. The whole set up is fantastic and you're up in the air shortly after checking in. Needless to say the view is genuinely breathtaking, but Caue made it even better, letting me do spirals and 'moves' under his guidance after the epic freefall. The whole Geronimo set up is amazing, but if you get a chance to pick your instructor, choose Caue!
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Leonel Rodriguez Aruanno1704420804

Such an amazing experience. Amazing crew, especially my instructor Caue. Super recommend it



[image: Nicole B]
Nicole B1704088078

Purchased this as a gift for my partner for Christmas and from start to finish I could not recommend Skydive Geronimo enough. The staff, the service, even the response time of emails. Everything was exceptional! They made us feel more than comfortable, once in a life time kind of jump.



[image: Claire Louise]
Claire Louise1704077762

The BEST experience! We had a few cancellations due to weather conditions but when our skydive eventually rolled around, it was well worth the wait! Myself, my dad and brother were paired with Tom, Ben and Jimmy who were all the perfect match for our personalities. Glenn was wonderful to work with as well. The whole experience was faultless and the views were second to none. I highly recommend Geronimo and a skydive over Rottnest Island!
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Allison du Plessis1703914214

I had an amazing experience skydiving at Rottnest with the Geronimo team! My professional skydiver was very professional, made me feel super calm and went out of his way to provide beautiful photos and video footage. I love it and cannot recommend them more, will definitely be doing it again!
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Levi Petrincic1703589468

Highly recommend! Instructors were very thorough, comforting and professional. Media package was elite. Could have not asked for a better day! Do yourself a favour
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Lara McCluskey1703555878

All staff very welcoming and friendly making the whole experience enjoyable. Our skydive over Rottenest island was an unbelievable experience.



[image: Bréhan De Gouvello]
Bréhan De Gouvello1702892534

It was my 2nd jump and the entire experience has been great. From the people there, to the jump itself everything was amazing! The jump itself is btw an absolute beauty and 100% an unbelievable moment.
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Lucy Tyler1702598979

10/10! Amazing staff, amazing experience… I will definitely be back!! Couldn’t recommend more!
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Mark Addinall1702356235

Excellent from start to finish. Geronimo are a well run and organized company, with great staff. I felt prepared and safe, right from the initial video briefing until being dropped back off at the airport after the jump. The experience of falling towards Rottnest Island are second to none, unbeatable in my opinion. Quite literally breathtaking. I got paired up with a guy from Rolystone, sorry can't remember your name. He was friendly, with none of the over the top rubbish. Just calm and informative, so I really appreciated that. I'll be back.
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Martha Nyama1702264469

Absolutely loved my jump! As I wait for the video of me not screaming at all 🤭. Definitely doing it again!  What an experience 😊.Jimmy don't forget how we tell this story. I took you for the jump. You are an absolute legend. Thank you so much for the guidance and experience! You never forget your first jump they say 🪂.
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neil zarb1701686629

Insane experience. Totally recommend to anyone. Great experience from start to finish. Super smooth communication and jumping procedure.
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Gabriella1701167435

My first time doing skydiving. And I'm totally happy and enjoyed at all !!!! Highly recommend 😆😆
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ketaki diwanji1701050016

We had our first dive on the 26th November and what an experience!! everything was managed well and we were looked after perfectly. thank you to our instructors (both Brazilian - I am sorry, I don't remember the name) you were just the best. We will be back for 14,000ft next time :D
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Tasmin Monk1700911187

Such an amazing experience! From arrival the staff were all really friendly, it was a quick process getting geared up, so there wasn’t too long to wait around before we were up in the air. My dive instructor Sam was fab, he made the experience so fun and smooth. The views of the island from above were incredible. Would love to do it all again!
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24 Hours Layover1700569855

Such an amazing experience! The staff were all so kind, patient, upbeat and professional. The scenery is out of this world, flying over the ocean and landing on the beach is so cool! Within an hour of finishing the skydive, they had emailed us the photos - that was so quick, we were very impressed! Jimmy the instructor took lots of great photos. Thanks for such a great time, will remember this forever!
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Srividya Babu1700381769

It was one of the most amazing views I have ever seen! Best skydiving destination in WA. My tandem instructor, Jimmy, made it into an amazing experience! Did a little somersault before starting the free-fall and I loved it!
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Jessica Silvestrini1700278726

Thanks for this beautiful experience, the best experience of my life.Thanks to the beautiful team !!See you ✨
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Antoine Raffy1700075002

Excellente expérience ! Le lieu est magnifique pour un saut, l’équipe très professionnelle, à l’écoute, fun et énergique !
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Narelle Walters1699943191

Absolutely loved it.....Jumped out with Stefan, the view is amazing. Highly recommend this to anyone who wants to skydive, the only island skydive in Australia!!!
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Chris Wonnacott1699849833

Unbelievable experience, would do it again in a heartbeat. The team at Geronimo were great
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Lauren Burns1699848853

I forgot to review when I went in august but these guys are AMAZING. This experience was worth every single penny and the staff made everything so easy and were super accommodating thank you to the front desk staff and the jumpers you all came together to create such a memorable experience for my partner and I.If you’re questioning if you should spend the money. DO IT you won’t regret it (also definitely spend the extra for the photos it’s so worth it)
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robert turner1699501787

The staff were super relaxing to be around and very confident in their abilities to deliver an awesome experience!
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A-vent-ure1699234007

Best skydiving I’ve done 🤩
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Phuntsho Norbu1674181899

It was my first time skydiving and Team Geronimo did a fantastic job. Everything went so smoothly..take off, pre-briefing, wearing the gear, photo video session, landing. Wow! Wanted to get out of the comfort zone. But I was more comfortable and enjoyed the magnificent scenery of Rotto. Keep up the good work!!
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Miles Cottman1618190035

Incredible team, beautiful location, amazing experience!
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SSARAJ TEAM1607270025

Nice❤❤
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[image: Phenyø Rsä]
Phenyø Rsä1710750030

Investing and getting positive returns is all I ever wanted and am glad I found it. Thanks Mrs. Melissa Crypto FX for her great skills of mining and trading in my account, very diligent in her work. All I did was invest $1,600 and within 7days she made $17,500 profit for me. Contact Melissa Crypto FX via:                                                   WhatsApp:: +1(765)351-3234                                                             Email:: Melissalepore418@gmail.com
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Keneilwe Kenny Makhenzo Budani1693384489

Very organised and friendly🪂🪂🪂



[image: Kelly Ludlow Duffield]
Kelly Ludlow Duffield1683255144

I'm from Canada and while visiting my friend from Western Australia she recommended Geronimo Skydive on Rottnest Island. I was not disappointed. For a Canadian the weather was perfect for the 1st week of May and this was going to be my 3rd jump (other 2 were in Canada). The view was spectacular, the people were very friendly and helpful. I jumped from 15,000 and had the perfect freefall time of just over a minute. I was amazed at the precision landing on the beach. Definitely recommended.👍👍⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
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Mustafa.Sa.Idu Mustaya1669137030

When admiring other people’s gardens, don’t forget to tend to your own flowers, Start your financial freedom journey by contacting
Mrs Daniela. ✅✅
danielagarald64@gmail.com
+16078732750
Can't recommend her enough.
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Dale Anderson1667880951

These guys are ledgends... Went with the misso and we absolutely loved it. Highly recommend👌🤙🍻🍻🍻
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Pookie Moo Moo1666507709

What an amazing experience! If you get the opportunity check out Geronimo at Rottnest Island...... just do it!!
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Merle Morris1666437065

The best experience, the staff made my grandson feel safe and relaxed. Thank you.
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Fiona Morris1666427277

Fantastic experience. Staff super friendly and helpful.
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Cait Kent1663157321

Thank you for an amazing and unforgettable second skydive for me, Skydive Geronimo! Your whole team were fantastic from booking it, to the pre skydive run down, pilot and the actual jump with Chris- He was awesome! It was a very fun day and everyone was very friendly and helpful. Photos and video were back very fast, within just a few hours. Highly recommend your business 😀
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Keyzin Tan1663142370

once in a lifetime experience in rottnest!

Team was spot on and ready to dive with you. genuine and fun they provide the jump with ease in private plane. seeing rottnest from the clear top view was fantastic and the videography of the entire action was not to be missed too! highly recommended to try out asap !
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Mercy Daniel1660729698

I sincerely thank God for directing me to such a legitimate expert trader for me, called Miss Loretta CRYPTO
For her perfect trading techniques, i invested with the little I was having, which was $500 and $6500 profit in 7 working day's
I highly recommend her for any person who truly want to trade for a better life, she guided me through my registration and trade for me too' I never paid any withdrawal. And my profits was paid-out successfully. You can contact her
via Email: lorettamorgan061@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +1 6505191515
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Benedity Stiba1657548258

I had to leave this post here as a sign of gratitude since that, is one of the least she asked of me. From my calculations, I made $5,200 in just a week of trading.. Since Mrs Taisha Carson started managing my account, I haven't experienced any regrets in continuing binary options trading, though i lost a lot when I started as a newbie. but since i met her i have always been smiling, i feel so much joy each time i log in daily to see my trade records and balance.. She is indeed a good and expert in trading, .experience this for your self , action speaks louder feel free to ask me more or contact...Taisha Carson
Email:taishacarson021@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +1 (910) 502-3651
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Emir Faizal1650689482

Highly recommend! 
Bucket list ✅ 
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
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Timothy-Scott Underwood1650527169

An all round super experience with great and easy going staff, both in the air and on the ground. Absolutely recommend these legends to exceed your expectations and erase any fears of enjoying this incredible experience. 1 million thumbs up for sure.
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Sherry Robson1649753776

Jumped from 14,000 ft on my birthday today with Miles looking after me. What an experience!  OMG the rush when you leave the plane and freefall for a minute is almost indescribable!  And then the view over Rottnest!  Couldn’t have been a more perfect day & location for my first ever skydive. Everyone at Skydive Geronimo were so friendly and professional and I felt completely at ease and safe. Thanks for an awesome experience!  I’m going to tell everyone!
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Eldina Pilav1649199887

Skydive instructors are very energetic and calming at the same time. Went with my two amazing daughters. It was my younger one 21st birthday. We had fantastic time! Special thanks to Tom for making sure all those precious moments are recorded with his camera. Beautiful memories of a lifetime.
I would warmly recommend these guys to take you out on this amazing adventure 👍🏼👍🏼👍🏼💖
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Trevor Vo1645323620

Awesome crew and they look after you from the moment you step in. Jimmy was my jump instructor and he made it so enjoyable and awesome fella. Great experience and would recommended for anyone that wanted to experience and awesome crew and view from the jump. Rottnest look breathtaking from above. Well done guys, look forward coming back for more jumps!! 🙌🤟🤙
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Jeremy Walch1644748434

Most incredible experience with Geronimo sky dive !!! The view and the speed taken were AMAZINGGG, thanks to all the team for the pictures, moments, video, and the jump of course !!!
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Al Buco1642303146

THE best experience ever!!! from start to finish I thoroughly loved it, looking at a new hobby for sure
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Kerry Austin1639987984

What a great experience! The location is stunning, the crew are professional and you’ll get some amazing photos/video to remember it. I’m so glad that I did it - my kids think I’m nuts but it was totally worth it.
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Mandy Brunning1638936276

Fantastic fly/skydive over Rottnest. Amazing professional team. Would recommend this company to everyone! Not to mention the views...awesome!
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Nessa Vlajkovic1638695523

I've jumped tandem twice, with the same person. Paul jumped with me in Busselton in 2019 and then again today at Rotto. He was honestly so lovely, I would recommend him to everyone. He wasn't even intimidated by the fact I am deafblind - I really admire his professionalism and acceptance of my disability, just going with the flow and making it a wonderful experience. The business itself is also very disability friendly, I never once got told I shouldn't or couldn't sky dive because of my disability. Thank you Paul, and thank you Geronimo, I'll be back in no time! 7/5 stars 😍😍😍
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Aoife Houston1638192656

My favourite part of the day was how at ease and grateful the whole team made me feel especially my instructor with the funky dreadlocks! Such a cool guy and got amazing footage of my skydive! 
Highly recommend! 
Thanks for the life long memory
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Kay Buckley1636809461

The whole experience with these guys were amazing, I didn’t jump but my daughter did also my daughters partner the instructors were amazing the guy with the dreadlocks ( sorry I didn’t get your name) was Awesome will definitely be back. Anyone worried about doing it, Relax they are Professional give the 10 out of 10
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[image: A SY]
A SY1712239084

Went for my jump last week and it was efficient all the way. The booking confirmation, weather confirmation was seamless. The team from Geronimo was friendly and answered all my questions prior to the jump. Thanks to Jimmy my instructor who made the whole experience fun and one to remember.To those who are thinking of doing a tandem jump, I’d highly recommend Skydive Geronimo. Views on the way down was amazing!
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莊DAISY1711778800

🦘✈️🪂😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘You guys are The best 💪🏽🤩
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Charles Moscrop1711673223

The team at Geronimo were fantastic! It was my first time skydiving and I was naturally shaky, but the team helped settle my nerves and explained everything clearly. This made for a much nicer experience.I will be doing it again 100% and would recommend Geronimo to anybody interested in taking the leap. It is well worth it.
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Jonathon Webster1711113459

What an epic experience I had skydiving over Rottnest with the team at Geronimo. The team had great communication from the moment I booked, emailing me all the info I needed and messaging me the day of my Skydive to confirm we were a goer!I was paired up with Caue as my instructor who was an awesome guy, he had a super relaxed and positive mannerism which immediately put me at ease and washed away any pre jump nerves.He caught some great snaps of me on the dive and I am now looking forward to seeing the video. Overall, could not recommend these guys higher. Looking forward to the next one…
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Debbie Harrison1710592733

Absolutely wonderful crew to organise and jump out a plane with.Awesome experience and falling over Rottnest today was magical...Thank you guys 😊



[image: garry martin]
garry martin1709629572

What a great experience. If 1 minutes of free falling doesn’t get your adrenaline pumping then nothing will.The team at Geronimo are exceptional. Keeping you informed on weather condition’s and your jump times by text throughout the day.Ours was put on hold due to clouds but as soon as it cleared up they managed to fit us in as our ferry was at 5pm.As the for the guys you jump with, what a chilled bunch of blokes. The joking around on the plane helps keep the nerves at bay.Then it’s time for you to jump.I’ll leave that part for you to experience, but all I can say is do it!!!!!I felt safe from the minute I walked into the hanger to the minute I landed.Rotto is possibly one of the best places in the world to jump, 1…the view of the island 2….straight to the pub afterwards to have a celebratory beer or 2
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Rhys Atkinson1709009921

I decided to Skydive with Geronimo Rottnest for my 30th birthday and I'm so glad I did. From the moment I picked up the phone and got a hold of Ella I had a feeling I was in for a great experience. Ella was down to earth, playful and helped guide me through every step of the decision making process. I had Tom as my Skydiving partner who was a great guy and he took some awesome footage. The jump was sick! (15000ft is the way to go) The landing was very controlled and the rest of my evening spent in Rottnest was nice. I 10/10 recommend going through Skydive Geronimo Rottnest if you're planning on a skydive, it's a worthwhile experience. Thank you for making it one for the memory books  🙏
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Paul Hewitt1708950859

As a regular boatie to the island we have watched the skydivers landing over the island more times than we can recount. We finally decided to 'make the jump' ourselves.From the moment we booked it all went like clockwork. The booking confirmation, the weather confirmation, the warm greeting, the friendly instructors.I was full of excitement with no real nerves, but my wife had a few. The team helped ease her nerves which was very reassuring.If it is on your bucket list, then Geronimo is the way to go. The view on the way up and the way down is amazing.
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jason fraser1708746218

Excellent team. Instructor was very clear. Experience was excellent. The scenery of the jump is just amazing!It was my 23rd jump. Loved it all over again!
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Murray McNair1708396646

Well i never thought I would have gone skydiving but I'm glad I did because it was such a amazing experience and was a absolute thrill 🤟, I would highly recommend it if u looking to do something crazy 😝 The team @skydive.geronimo we're amazing I will definitely be doing it again
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Lizzie Warren1707910638

The best experience doing my 14000ft sky dive on Rottnest Island! Such friendly people making the whole experience even better. I was teamed up with Glenn who made me feel very calm and chatted to me the whole time he took some amazing photos and video footage the views were incredible I would do it all again in a heart beat it was an epic experience! Couldn't recommend skydive Geronimo more they were amazing!
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Tony Holmes1707730457

Lost for words & totally blown away for never felt so safe & secure which let you just sit back & take in the amazing views & scenery over rotto.Jimmy your a legend so thank you for making my experience so mesmerising & special & for capturing amazing photos .Will definitely be back for my 60th.
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Darryl Mears1707722959

Did the 15000ft dive, 60 second freefall. Recorded on video plus photos by the tandem.  Well worth the experience.
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Isaah L1707647870

Professional and fun. I flew with Jimmy. He’s great! Would do again
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Jeremy1707608550

Big thanks to my coach SamI have a fabulous first time skydiving!!
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Lotus Leroy1707381190

Absolutely amazing experience very professional and looked after us would highly recommend! Best instructors, would do it again in a heartbeat
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Federico Gambetta1707288423

Experiencia increíble! Awesome!!Thanks Thiago!! The best!!
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Tamara Gonzalez1707042336

It was an incredible experience from beginning to end.  The instructors made you feel comfortable at all times and were very thorough. I have to thank my instructor Caue - he was personable and knowledgeable too :) I’d recommend this company to anyone wanting to skydive in WA and I’ll definitely be back to do another jump very soon.  Great Job Geronimo Skydive 🪂
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Blanche Mohammed1705738916

Amazing first skydive experience over beautiful Rottnest Island . Skydive Geronimo are dedicated , safe and experienced team . Everthing well organised from start to finish .  Lucky to jump with Sam who was simply amazing,  gave me the confidence to really enjoy the experience and landed safely to the ground.  Thank you Sam and the photos were just beautiful.  I can't wait for the video. Do yourself a favour and book your jump with Skydive Geronimo! They will surely make your first jump one to remember.
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paula lambert1705210021

Had An amazing experience at skydive Geronimo Rottnest. My instructor jimmy was fabulous from start to finish and made the whole experience one I will never forget . Highly recommend Geronimo for anyone wanting to take the plunge.
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Hannah Hansen1704719402

Insane experience and an even better crew! The team made the experience more memorable with their banter and fun atmosphere. 11/10 recommend 🤙🏽
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Erin Donnelly1704713021

What an experience! The people were awesome and the views were unbelievable. I was lucky enough to be teamed up for my tandem jump with a guy who had the best moustache I’ve ever seen and he made the whole thing so much fun!



[image: ryan harrold]
ryan harrold1704708900

grate place to go .. definitely worth doing .. rent bike to get there👌



[image: Corin Mitchell]
Corin Mitchell1704621972

I jumped with 'Caue' (the Brazilian legend). I couldn't have asked for a better instructor. The whole set up is fantastic and you're up in the air shortly after checking in. Needless to say the view is genuinely breathtaking, but Caue made it even better, letting me do spirals and 'moves' under his guidance after the epic freefall. The whole Geronimo set up is amazing, but if you get a chance to pick your instructor, choose Caue!
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Leonel Rodriguez Aruanno1704420804

Such an amazing experience. Amazing crew, especially my instructor Caue. Super recommend it



[image: Nicole B]
Nicole B1704088078

Purchased this as a gift for my partner for Christmas and from start to finish I could not recommend Skydive Geronimo enough. The staff, the service, even the response time of emails. Everything was exceptional! They made us feel more than comfortable, once in a life time kind of jump.
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Claire Louise1704077762

The BEST experience! We had a few cancellations due to weather conditions but when our skydive eventually rolled around, it was well worth the wait! Myself, my dad and brother were paired with Tom, Ben and Jimmy who were all the perfect match for our personalities. Glenn was wonderful to work with as well. The whole experience was faultless and the views were second to none. I highly recommend Geronimo and a skydive over Rottnest Island!
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Allison du Plessis1703914214

I had an amazing experience skydiving at Rottnest with the Geronimo team! My professional skydiver was very professional, made me feel super calm and went out of his way to provide beautiful photos and video footage. I love it and cannot recommend them more, will definitely be doing it again!
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Levi Petrincic1703589468

Highly recommend! Instructors were very thorough, comforting and professional. Media package was elite. Could have not asked for a better day! Do yourself a favour
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Lara McCluskey1703555878

All staff very welcoming and friendly making the whole experience enjoyable. Our skydive over Rottenest island was an unbelievable experience.
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Bréhan De Gouvello1702892534

It was my 2nd jump and the entire experience has been great. From the people there, to the jump itself everything was amazing! The jump itself is btw an absolute beauty and 100% an unbelievable moment.
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Lucy Tyler1702598979

10/10! Amazing staff, amazing experience… I will definitely be back!! Couldn’t recommend more!



[image: Mark Addinall]
Mark Addinall1702356235

Excellent from start to finish. Geronimo are a well run and organized company, with great staff. I felt prepared and safe, right from the initial video briefing until being dropped back off at the airport after the jump. The experience of falling towards Rottnest Island are second to none, unbeatable in my opinion. Quite literally breathtaking. I got paired up with a guy from Rolystone, sorry can't remember your name. He was friendly, with none of the over the top rubbish. Just calm and informative, so I really appreciated that. I'll be back.
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Martha Nyama1702264469

Absolutely loved my jump! As I wait for the video of me not screaming at all 🤭. Definitely doing it again!  What an experience 😊.Jimmy don't forget how we tell this story. I took you for the jump. You are an absolute legend. Thank you so much for the guidance and experience! You never forget your first jump they say 🪂.
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neil zarb1701686629

Insane experience. Totally recommend to anyone. Great experience from start to finish. Super smooth communication and jumping procedure.
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Gabriella1701167435

My first time doing skydiving. And I'm totally happy and enjoyed at all !!!! Highly recommend 😆😆
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ketaki diwanji1701050016

We had our first dive on the 26th November and what an experience!! everything was managed well and we were looked after perfectly. thank you to our instructors (both Brazilian - I am sorry, I don't remember the name) you were just the best. We will be back for 14,000ft next time :D
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Tasmin Monk1700911187

Such an amazing experience! From arrival the staff were all really friendly, it was a quick process getting geared up, so there wasn’t too long to wait around before we were up in the air. My dive instructor Sam was fab, he made the experience so fun and smooth. The views of the island from above were incredible. Would love to do it all again!
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24 Hours Layover1700569855

Such an amazing experience! The staff were all so kind, patient, upbeat and professional. The scenery is out of this world, flying over the ocean and landing on the beach is so cool! Within an hour of finishing the skydive, they had emailed us the photos - that was so quick, we were very impressed! Jimmy the instructor took lots of great photos. Thanks for such a great time, will remember this forever!
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Srividya Babu1700381769

It was one of the most amazing views I have ever seen! Best skydiving destination in WA. My tandem instructor, Jimmy, made it into an amazing experience! Did a little somersault before starting the free-fall and I loved it!
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Jessica Silvestrini1700278726

Thanks for this beautiful experience, the best experience of my life.Thanks to the beautiful team !!See you ✨
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Antoine Raffy1700075002

Excellente expérience ! Le lieu est magnifique pour un saut, l’équipe très professionnelle, à l’écoute, fun et énergique !
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Narelle Walters1699943191

Absolutely loved it.....Jumped out with Stefan, the view is amazing. Highly recommend this to anyone who wants to skydive, the only island skydive in Australia!!!
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Chris Wonnacott1699849833

Unbelievable experience, would do it again in a heartbeat. The team at Geronimo were great
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Lauren Burns1699848853

I forgot to review when I went in august but these guys are AMAZING. This experience was worth every single penny and the staff made everything so easy and were super accommodating thank you to the front desk staff and the jumpers you all came together to create such a memorable experience for my partner and I.If you’re questioning if you should spend the money. DO IT you won’t regret it (also definitely spend the extra for the photos it’s so worth it)
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robert turner1699501787

The staff were super relaxing to be around and very confident in their abilities to deliver an awesome experience!
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A-vent-ure1699234007

Best skydiving I’ve done 🤩
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Phuntsho Norbu1674181899

It was my first time skydiving and Team Geronimo did a fantastic job. Everything went so smoothly..take off, pre-briefing, wearing the gear, photo video session, landing. Wow! Wanted to get out of the comfort zone. But I was more comfortable and enjoyed the magnificent scenery of Rotto. Keep up the good work!!
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Miles Cottman1618190035

Incredible team, beautiful location, amazing experience!
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SSARAJ TEAM1607270025

Nice❤❤
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Phenyø Rsä1710750030

Investing and getting positive returns is all I ever wanted and am glad I found it. Thanks Mrs. Melissa Crypto FX for her great skills of mining and trading in my account, very diligent in her work. All I did was invest $1,600 and within 7days she made $17,500 profit for me. Contact Melissa Crypto FX via:                                                   WhatsApp:: +1(765)351-3234                                                             Email:: Melissalepore418@gmail.com
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Keneilwe Kenny Makhenzo Budani1693384489

Very organised and friendly🪂🪂🪂
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Kelly Ludlow Duffield1683255144

I'm from Canada and while visiting my friend from Western Australia she recommended Geronimo Skydive on Rottnest Island. I was not disappointed. For a Canadian the weather was perfect for the 1st week of May and this was going to be my 3rd jump (other 2 were in Canada). The view was spectacular, the people were very friendly and helpful. I jumped from 15,000 and had the perfect freefall time of just over a minute. I was amazed at the precision landing on the beach. Definitely recommended.👍👍⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
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Mustafa.Sa.Idu Mustaya1669137030

When admiring other people’s gardens, don’t forget to tend to your own flowers, Start your financial freedom journey by contacting
Mrs Daniela. ✅✅
danielagarald64@gmail.com
+16078732750
Can't recommend her enough.
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Dale Anderson1667880951

These guys are ledgends... Went with the misso and we absolutely loved it. Highly recommend👌🤙🍻🍻🍻
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Pookie Moo Moo1666507709

What an amazing experience! If you get the opportunity check out Geronimo at Rottnest Island...... just do it!!
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Merle Morris1666437065

The best experience, the staff made my grandson feel safe and relaxed. Thank you.
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Fiona Morris1666427277

Fantastic experience. Staff super friendly and helpful.
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Cait Kent1663157321

Thank you for an amazing and unforgettable second skydive for me, Skydive Geronimo! Your whole team were fantastic from booking it, to the pre skydive run down, pilot and the actual jump with Chris- He was awesome! It was a very fun day and everyone was very friendly and helpful. Photos and video were back very fast, within just a few hours. Highly recommend your business 😀
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Keyzin Tan1663142370

once in a lifetime experience in rottnest!

Team was spot on and ready to dive with you. genuine and fun they provide the jump with ease in private plane. seeing rottnest from the clear top view was fantastic and the videography of the entire action was not to be missed too! highly recommended to try out asap !
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Mercy Daniel1660729698

I sincerely thank God for directing me to such a legitimate expert trader for me, called Miss Loretta CRYPTO
For her perfect trading techniques, i invested with the little I was having, which was $500 and $6500 profit in 7 working day's
I highly recommend her for any person who truly want to trade for a better life, she guided me through my registration and trade for me too' I never paid any withdrawal. And my profits was paid-out successfully. You can contact her
via Email: lorettamorgan061@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +1 6505191515
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Benedity Stiba1657548258

I had to leave this post here as a sign of gratitude since that, is one of the least she asked of me. From my calculations, I made $5,200 in just a week of trading.. Since Mrs Taisha Carson started managing my account, I haven't experienced any regrets in continuing binary options trading, though i lost a lot when I started as a newbie. but since i met her i have always been smiling, i feel so much joy each time i log in daily to see my trade records and balance.. She is indeed a good and expert in trading, .experience this for your self , action speaks louder feel free to ask me more or contact...Taisha Carson
Email:taishacarson021@gmail.com
WhatsApp: +1 (910) 502-3651
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Emir Faizal1650689482

Highly recommend! 
Bucket list ✅ 
⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️
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Timothy-Scott Underwood1650527169

An all round super experience with great and easy going staff, both in the air and on the ground. Absolutely recommend these legends to exceed your expectations and erase any fears of enjoying this incredible experience. 1 million thumbs up for sure.
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Sherry Robson1649753776

Jumped from 14,000 ft on my birthday today with Miles looking after me. What an experience!  OMG the rush when you leave the plane and freefall for a minute is almost indescribable!  And then the view over Rottnest!  Couldn’t have been a more perfect day & location for my first ever skydive. Everyone at Skydive Geronimo were so friendly and professional and I felt completely at ease and safe. Thanks for an awesome experience!  I’m going to tell everyone!
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Eldina Pilav1649199887

Skydive instructors are very energetic and calming at the same time. Went with my two amazing daughters. It was my younger one 21st birthday. We had fantastic time! Special thanks to Tom for making sure all those precious moments are recorded with his camera. Beautiful memories of a lifetime.
I would warmly recommend these guys to take you out on this amazing adventure 👍🏼👍🏼👍🏼💖
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Trevor Vo1645323620

Awesome crew and they look after you from the moment you step in. Jimmy was my jump instructor and he made it so enjoyable and awesome fella. Great experience and would recommended for anyone that wanted to experience and awesome crew and view from the jump. Rottnest look breathtaking from above. Well done guys, look forward coming back for more jumps!! 🙌🤟🤙
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Jeremy Walch1644748434

Most incredible experience with Geronimo sky dive !!! The view and the speed taken were AMAZINGGG, thanks to all the team for the pictures, moments, video, and the jump of course !!!
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Al Buco1642303146

THE best experience ever!!! from start to finish I thoroughly loved it, looking at a new hobby for sure
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Kerry Austin1639987984

What a great experience! The location is stunning, the crew are professional and you’ll get some amazing photos/video to remember it. I’m so glad that I did it - my kids think I’m nuts but it was totally worth it.
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Mandy Brunning1638936276

Fantastic fly/skydive over Rottnest. Amazing professional team. Would recommend this company to everyone! Not to mention the views...awesome!
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Nessa Vlajkovic1638695523

I've jumped tandem twice, with the same person. Paul jumped with me in Busselton in 2019 and then again today at Rotto. He was honestly so lovely, I would recommend him to everyone. He wasn't even intimidated by the fact I am deafblind - I really admire his professionalism and acceptance of my disability, just going with the flow and making it a wonderful experience. The business itself is also very disability friendly, I never once got told I shouldn't or couldn't sky dive because of my disability. Thank you Paul, and thank you Geronimo, I'll be back in no time! 7/5 stars 😍😍😍
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Aoife Houston1638192656

My favourite part of the day was how at ease and grateful the whole team made me feel especially my instructor with the funky dreadlocks! Such a cool guy and got amazing footage of my skydive! 
Highly recommend! 
Thanks for the life long memory
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Kay Buckley1636809461

The whole experience with these guys were amazing, I didn’t jump but my daughter did also my daughters partner the instructors were amazing the guy with the dreadlocks ( sorry I didn’t get your name) was Awesome will definitely be back. Anyone worried about doing it, Relax they are Professional give the 10 out of 10
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